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Abstract: Last-mile logistics is an essential yet highly expensive component of city logistics
responsible for many nuisances in urban areas. Mobile access hubs are flexible consolidation and
transshipment points aiming at creating more sustainable city logistics systems by dynamically
using urban space as logistics facilities. In this paper, we examine the potential of mobile access hub
deployments for urban parcel logistics by identifying the impact of design parameters on economic
and environmental performance. We propose a mathematical modeling framework and an integer
program to assess the performance of mobile access hub deployments, and study the impact of a set of
design parameters through synthetic cases and an illustrative case inspired from a large parcel express
carrier’s operations. Results indicate design flexibility relative to the location of hubs and pronounced
advantages in highly variable environments. The illustrative case shows significant savings potential
in terms of cost and time efficiency as well as environmental sustainability. It emphasizes a trade-off
between operational efficiency and environmental sustainability that can be balanced to achieve
global sustainability goals while being economically sound.

Keywords: city logistics; mobile hubs; dynamic use of urban space; micro-consolidation;
capillary logistics networks; physical internet

1. Introduction

Urban parcel logistics play an important role in the development of the economy as it represents an
essential enabler for e-commerce, but also creates externalities such as traffic congestion, air pollution,
and nuisances to the population. Additionally, last-mile logistics in urban areas represent up
to 28% of distribution costs [1] and is considered to be the least efficient transportation leg [2].
Global urbanization, which is predicted to reach 68% by 2050 [3], and the fast growth of e-commerce
(20% annually on the 2017–2019 period [4]) contribute to an ever growing demand for urban parcel
logistics services, motivating the search for sustainable innovations in city logistics (e.g., [5,6]).
These trends have been accelerated due to attempts to mitigate the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic
(e.g., sequestering in place), requiring companies to increase their last-mile delivery capabilities and to
deal with the dramatic shift to online channels [7].

In highly populated and dense urban areas, the development of transportation infrastructure can
be difficult due to limited availability of suitable locations for logistic activities and costly (e.g., high
real estate costs). Additionally, in an effort to promote the mitigation of negative externalities induced
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by urban transportation, local governments have started implementing several types of restriction
policies such as limiting access of certain freight vehicles to city centers [8] to push stakeholders to
develop more sustainable solutions. As a result, considerable research efforts have been put towards
designing innovative and flexible freight systems to accommodate for various distribution needs and
the challenges of sustainable urban development (see [9] for examples of innovations). Several of these
initiatives require the use of lightweight commercial vehicles to perform pickup and delivery services,
and often result in an increase in number of trips due to decreasing vehicle capacity. As a remedy,
a thread of research examines the combination of micro-consolidation and transshipment hubs and
light-weight commercial vehicles such as cargo-bikes to perform pickup and delivery services in dense
urban areas as a way to design cost effective and sustainable last-mile operations [10]. These hubs
can be designed to be mobile to cope with the difficulty of securing real estate and to add network
design flexibility by enabling a dynamic use of urban space for logistics purposes. A few experiments
regarding the use of mobile hubs for urban parcel logistics can be found in the literature such as the
STRAIGHTSOL [11] project.

Mobile access hubs are mobile logistics facilities whichlare components of dynamic capillary
logistics networks in the context of Physical Internet enabled hyperconnected urban parcel logistics [12].
Capillary logistics networks enable first-and-last mile logistics and fulfillment activities and customer
interfaces with logistics systems by providing, for instance, sites (e.g., mobile facilities) where logistics
activities can take place (e.g., transshipment of goods). Mobile access hubs offer consolidation and
transshipment points between different types of vehicles at the neighborhood level (see [12] for
more details on access hubs). They can materialize in different ways such as modified trailers,
commercial vans, or AGV lockers, and are deployed for a short-term period of time in a public or
private location. Figure 1 illustrates two examples of mobile access hubs from industry where modified
trailers are temporarily located in a reserved parking space in the city center. Without mobile access
hubs, a courier performs the following cycle of work several times in a single day: load parcels for
delivery at a local hub (e.g., urban consolidation center) located away from the demand zone, drive to
the demand zone to perform deliveries and pickups, and return to the local hub. With mobile access
hubs, such cycles originate and terminate at a mobile access hub located close to the demand zone,
reducing the couriers’ travel and leveraging consolidation opportunities by using larger vehicles to
transship goods between the local hub and the mobile access hub.

Figure 1. Examples of Mobile Access Hubs ((Left) TNT Pilot in Brussels, Belgium [13]; (Right) UPS
Pilot in Berlin, Germany [14]).

This paper contributes to the academic literature by expanding the understanding of
characteristics influencing the economic and environmental efficiency of mobile access hub
deployments. In particular, it proposes a mathematical modeling framework and examines the
potential of mobile access hub deployment for urban parcel logistics by identifying the impact of design
parameters on economic and environmental performance using synthetic examples and an illustrative
case inspired from a large parcel express carrier’s operations. Section 2 summarizes advances in the
academic literature regarding the use of mobile hubs in urban logistics. Section 3 describes the problem
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studied and the modeling framework used to design and assess the performance of mobile access
hub deployments. Section 4 reports on a set of experiments and results regarding the deployment
of a single mobile access hub, the deployment of a mobile access hub fleet in a synthetic urban area,
and the deployment of a mobile access hub fleet in an illustrative urban area inspired from a large
parcel express carrier’s operations. Finally, Section 5 highlights key takeaways and managerial insights,
and identifies promising research avenues.

2. Literature Review

The impact of city logistics on sustainability and liveability of cities has recently gained a lot of
attention from the academic literature (see [15] for a recent literature review on city logistics research).
More and more cities are implementing urban traffic restrictions (e.g., time-access restrictions and
vehicle restrictions) to fight the negative externalities of logistics activities such as traffic congestion and
air pollution and improve social sustainability. However, the positive impact of such restrictions on
liveability and attractiveness of city centers often comes at the expense of environmental sustainability
as reported in [16]. A thread of research on last-mile logistic systems using micro-consolidation centers
and light-weight vehicles such as small electric vehicles and cargo bikes (e.g., [17,18]) has emerged to
deal with such restrictions while fostering cost efficient and sustainable logistics operations in dense
urban areas. Ref. [10] reports on a set of initiatives implementing smaller and lighter vehicles in urban
areas by providing a literature review on sustainable vehicle-based alternatives in last-mile logistics
and highlight the need to explore innovative solutions to mitigate the increase of the number of trips
and induced negative externalities due to decreasing vehicle capacity.

Access hubs serve as consolidation and transshipment points between first-and-last-mile logistics
activities and inbound and outbound activities. Access hubs are typically located at the neighborhood
level shaping the capillary part of multi-echelon hyperconnected parcel logistics networks [12].
Multi-echelon networks for urban distribution have received a lot of attention in the academic literature
(e.g., [19–24]), often using urban consolidation centers (UCC) or urban distribution centers (UDC) to
bundle goods outside the boundaries of urban areas. As reported in [25], several micro-consolidation
initiatives have been proposed to downscale the consolidation effort by bundling goods at the
neighborhood level using capillary networks of hubs located much closer to pickup and delivery
points, defined as access hubs in the conceptual framework proposed by [12]. Examples of such
initiatives are satellite platforms (e.g., [20]), micro-consolidation centers (e.g., [26]), mobile depots
(e.g., [27]), micro-depots (e.g., [28]), and urban transshipment points (e.g., [29]).

Several field studies have been conducted in European cities suggesting significant potential
(e.g., 20% travel savings and 54% CO2 equivalent savings [30]) but failed to generalize key learnings
and insights, making it a challenge for both private and institutional actors to replicate implementations
and making transferability a key issue in the urban freight transport research [25].

While [17] reported clear environmental improvement from the use of micro-depots and electric
assisted tricycles in an urban area with access restrictions in Barcelona, the economic aspect was
not as potent. The combination of demand dynamics and real estate availability and price in dense
urban areas makes the implementation of logistics hubs in certain neighborhoods economically
infeasible, without mentioning the potential roadblocks from locals perceiving logistics activities as a
potential nuisance.

Mobile hubs as examined by [11,27,31]) appear to be potential solutions with flexibility and
robustness as foreseeable benefits [32]. All [11,27,31] examined the use of single mobile hub per region
with implementation test cases respectively in Brussels, Gothenburg, and Rio de Janeiro. While [11,31]
are reporting on the results of the case study, ref. [27] was able to develop a method to assess the
economic and environmental viability of mobile hub setups in different neighborhoods based on their
expected delivery loads using Monte Carlo simulation. Ref. [29] also proposed an impact assessment
model using routing approximations to evaluate the performance of urban distribution systems
combining cargo bikes and access hubs; the authors provided a framework to assess different network
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combinations to give recommendations on where to locate access hubs limited to a few options, and did
not consider the full potential of mobility by allowing hubs to be dynamically located (e.g., daily).
This paper extends on the work presented in [27,29] and identifies the impact of both demand and
design characteristics on the economic, environmental, and time efficiency of the deployment of a
mobile access hub fleet in the context of urban parcel logistics.

3. Problem Description and Modeling

In this section, the examined mobile access hub deployment problem is described along
with a mathematical modeling framework developed to assess the economic, time efficiency and
environmental performance of deployments. First, we define the problem studied and formulate it as
an optimization challenge. Then, we present a set of key performance indicators. Finally, we develop
an operations modeling framework and an integer program to provide solutions for the defined
problem and assess their performance in terms of the set of key performance indicators.

3.1. Problem Description

A parcel express company provides pickup and delivery services to customers inlan urban
territory, here identified as local cell, composed of a set of unit zones. The company is operating a
logistics hub located near to the local cell boundary, called a local hub, serving as an urban consolidation
center for every unit zone composing the cell. Each unit zone represents a demand area where couriers
perform pickup and delivery services These couriers develop expert knowledge of their assigned unit
zones, notably in terms of geography and customer base. Parcels can be moved between customer
locations and the local hub in two ways: (1) couriers travel back and forth between their respective unit
zones where they perform pickup and delivery tours on light-weight vehicles (e.g., cargo motorcycle)
and the local hub, or (2) couriers travel back and forth between their respective unit zone and a
nearby mobile access hub where parcels are temporarily stored until a rider tranships them between
the mobile access hub and the local hub with a larger vehicle (e.g., commercial van). In order to
provide timely services, a maximum transit time is to be ensured. The maximum transit time is
defined as the maximum in-transit duration of a parcel moving from a local hub to a customer or vice
versa. The objective of the company is to minimize operations costs within the local cell by using a
number of mobile access hubs, while ensuring a maximum transit time θ between the local hub and
customer locations.

A number of mobile access hubs, say M, is available for deployment every morning at the local
hub, and can be located in a set of discrete parking locations throughout the local cell, each location
being able to serve one or more nearby unit zones. In the context of this paper, the following
assumptions are made:

• Mobile access hub candidate locations are known and can be reserved for a fixed price at the
beginning of each day

• Unit zones are to be served by at most one mobile access hub at the time
• Mobile access hubs can be stored nearby their local hub if not deployed
• Mobile access hubs are big enough to hold the load of parcels of their assigned unit zone(s)
• Mobile access hubs are to be replenished by out-and-back rider trips

Finding space to park a trailer-like mobile access hub in a dense city center can be challenging,
and requires ground work to identify and secure such candidate location (e.g., reserved commercial
parking area). Uncertainty about the availability of such space (e.g., due to competing reservation
requests) is not considered in the context of this paper.

Although unit zones could make use of several access hubs at the same time, the choice is made to
limit the assignment of a unit zone to a unique mobile access hub. This design choice aims at making
routing more straightforward, especially when the location of the one mobile access hub may differ
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every day. For similar reasons, the choice is made to limit the assignment of unit zones to mobile
access hubs to once a day (at the time of deployment).

When mobile access hubs are not deployed to serve unit zones, it is assumed that they can be
stored near the local hub. In some cases (e.g., local hub located in a high-density area), mobile access
hubs could have to be stored further away from the local cell, which could incur an additional
deployment cost not modeled in this paper.

The use of standard mobile access hub technology solutions (e.g., modified trailers like in Figure 1)
may provide enough storage capacity to make the problem uncapacitated as long as mobile access
hubs are not assigned to too many unit zones (i.e., do not handle too much parcel flow) and have
frequent rider and courier visits.

The restriction to out-and-back rider visits limits the routing complexity of dynamic hub locations
and is a conservative assumption when evaluating the performance of mobile access hub deployments.

Let Z be a set of unit zones served by local hub l, and A a set of candidate locations where a fleet
of M mobile access hubs can be deployed. A mobile access hub deployed in location a ∈ A serves unit
zones z ∈ Z(a) ⊆ Z. A mobile access hub deployment is represented by a vector x = (xa, ∀a ∈ A),
where xa is the binary assignment of a mobile access hub in location a. In each unit zone z, the number
of pickup and delivery requests performed (i.e., customer visits) during the day is expressed as a
number of stops nz. The economic optimization challenge can then be formulated as follows:

minx∈X

{
CD(x) +E

[
CR(x, ∑

z∈Z
nz) + ∑

z∈Z
CC

z (x, nz)

]}
(1)

where X represents the set of feasible deployments, CD(x) represents the cost of deploying mobile
access hubs according to vector x, CR(x, ∑z∈Z nz) represents the operations cost of riders moving
parcels between the local hub and mobile access hubs locations, and CC

z (x, nz) represents the operations
cost of couriers performing pickups and deliveries within unit zone z. Operations are planned to serve
all the demand and satisfy a maximum transit time θ between the local hub and customer locations,
which is to be reflected in operations costs.

3.2. Sustainability Performance Indicators

In this section, a set of key performance indicators summarized in Table 1 is proposed for the
assessment of mobile access hub operations versus traditional operations divided along the economic,
time efficiency and environmental assessments.

Table 1. Sustainability performance indicators.

Assessment Performance Indicator

Economic Total cost
Cost per parcel

Time efficiency Transportation time per parcel
Average time between customers

Environmental Greenhouse gas emissions
Travel distance per parcel

3.2.1. Economic Assessment

The economic assessment of mobile access hub operations can be done globally, by computing the
total system cost (i.e., deployment cost and operations cost) as in optimization challenge (1). That is,
by computing the sum of the cost of deploying mobile access hubs and the cost of rider and courier
operations (vehicle and driver costs) necessary to perform pickup and delivery services. Additionally,
the total system cost can be divided by the number of parcels handled (i.e., pickups and deliveries) to
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obtain a cost per parcel useful when assessing the economic impact of last-mile logistics on landed
costs and compare the economic viability of instances of instances with different demand volumes.

3.2.2. Time Efficiency Assessment

From an operational perspective, the transportation time per parcel gives an indication on time
efficiency of workers operating in the system. It is defined as the total vehicle travel time divided by
the number of parcels handled. More specifically, courier productivity can be assessed by the average
time between customer locations on a courier route (i.e., the ratio of courier operations time by the
number of parcels handled). This is particularly important from a managerial perspective as couriers
daily activities are significantly modified when using mobile access hubs (e.g., their reference logistics
hub may change from one day to another). Getting couriers onboard is critical to the implementation
success of mobile access hubs, and productivity gain can be a convincing factor (especially if couriers
are partially paid based on the number of parcels picked up or delivered).

3.2.3. Environmental Assessment

The environmental footprint of mobile access hub operations is composed of direct impact
(i.e., riders and couriers vehicle operations) and negative externalities (such as induced traffic
congestion due to vehicle movement and pickup and delivery stops). A common metric for assessing
direct environmental impact is greenhouse gas emissions from vehicle movement computed as the
total travel distance times an emissions factor for each type of vehicle. Rider vehicles are typically
larger (e.g., package car, delivery van), faster and a bigger source of pollutants than courier vehicles
designed to be convenient and respectful in dense city centers (e.g., tricycle, electric motorcycle).
While externalities are complex to model and assess, the distance travelled per parcel gives an
indication on routing efficiency; a shorter distance travelled per parcel is more likely to limit
externalities by reducing the travel footprint of operations in a area (see [33] for more details on
assessing negative externalities from transportation metrics).

3.3. Operations Modeling

The mobile access hub deployment problem is a tactical problem from which decisions directly
impact urban parcel logistics operations. While explicitly modeling operations is not necessary to
inform a tactical decision, this section proposes a set of continuous approximations to assess the
economic, environmental, and time efficiency of mobile access hub operations. As indicated in [34],
using such continuous approximations is appropriate to address high-level system performance
because they are parsimonious, tractable, and yet realistic and are useful to capture operations
complexity and take informed decisions (see [35] for a review on the development of such models for
logistics and transportation systems).

3.3.1. Pickup and Delivery Routes

With or without the use of mobile access hubs, a set of couriers is to execute pickup and delivery
routes visiting customers located in unit zones from either a local hub or a mobile access hub.
The starting point of the proposed operations modeling is the approximation of the vehicle routing
problem via the route length estimation proposed by [36]. In the case of couriers performing n stops in
unit zone z from a hub, say h, the total distance traveled can be expressed as the combination of a stem
distance (from the originating hub to the area of service) and an in-tour distance (in the area of service)
as follows:

Dz(nz, h) = 2dhz
nz

Qh
z
+ nzk(δz)

− 1
2 (2)

where dhz is the average distance between the originating hub h and unit zone z, nz is the number of
stops to perform in unit zone z, Qh

z is the length or routes of couriers operating in unit zone z from hub
h and δz the density of customer locations in unit zones z. k is a constant related to the distance metric
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used that can be computed by simulation [37]. Similarly, the total time required to perform courier
routes can be expressed as follows:

Tz(nz, h) =
nz

Qh
z

(
tcourier

f ixed +
2dhz

scourier
0

)
+ nz

(
k(δz)

− 1
2 )

scourier + tcourier
stop

)
+ nzvtcourier

handling (3)

where tcourier
f ixed , tcourier

stop , and tcourier
handling are respectively the couriers’ fixed time for each route (start and end

of a route), the stopping time at each customer location and handling time per unit, scourier
0 and scourier

are respectively the couriers’ stem and in-tour speed, and the average number of units handled per
stop (pickup or delivery). Finally, the induced operations cost can be approximated as follows:

Cz(nz, h) =
nz

Qh
z

(
ccourier

f ixed + 2dhzccourier
0

)
+ nzk(δz)

− 1
2 ccourier + Tz(nz, h)ccourier

wage (4)

where ccourier
f ixed , ccourier

0 , ccourier, and ccourier
wage are respectively the couriers’ fixed cost per route, variable cost

on the stem part of a route, variable cost in-tour, and variable wage per unit of time (e.g., $/h).

3.3.2. Baseline Operations and Transit Time

In the baseline case, couriers are operating from a local hub without mobile access hub
transshipment. That is, operations travel, time, and cost can directly be computed with Dz(nz, l),
Tz(nz, l), and Cz(nz, l). Moreover, the maximum transit time between local hub l and a customer
location in zone z is symmetrical for inbound (from customer to local hub) and outbound (from hub to
customer) operations and can be computed as the time a courier takes to move from the local hub to
the last stop on its route and can be approximated as follows:

TtransitIB
lz = TtransitOB

lz =
1
2

tcourier
f ixed +

dlz

scourier
0

+ Ql
z

(
k(δz)

− 1
2

scourier + tcourier
stop

)
+ Ql

zvtcourier
handling (5)

where Ql
z is the number of stops on a single courier route leaving from local hub l, which can be

adjusted as long as it is inferior or equal to a courier’s capacity Q̄ expressed in number of stops.
Therefore, to satisfy TtransitIB

lz = TtransitOB
lz ≤ θ, Ql

z must satisfy:

1 ≤ Ql
z ≤

θ − 1
2 tcourier

f ixed + dlz
scourier

0

k(δz)
− 1

2

scourier + tcourier
stop + vtcourier

handling

(6)

Note that the minimum feasible value of θ can be computed with Equation (A1) in Appendix A.1.

3.3.3. Mobile Access Hub Operations and Transit Time

In the case where couriers serving unit zones z ∈ Z(a) operate from a mobile access hub a that
is visited by riders Ra times, operations are composed of two tiers: parcel movement between the
local hub and the mobile access hub, and courier routes serving a unit zone from the mobile access
hub location. Parcel movement between a local hub and a mobile access hub is characterized by a
number of times Ra that the mobile access hub is replenished (i.e., visited by an out-and-back rider trip
from the local hub). The operations travel, time and cost can thus be approximated by respectively
2dlaRa + ∑z∈Z(a) Dz(nz, a), (trider

f ixed +
2dla
srider

0
)Ra + ∑z∈Z(a) Tz(nz, a) and (crider

f ixed + 2dlacrider
0 )Ra + (trider

f ixed +

2dla
srider

0
)Racrider

wage + ∑z∈Z(a) Cz(nz, a); where trider
f ixed represents the fixed time of a rider route at the local hub

and at an access hub, srider
0 represents the speed of a rider vehicle, and crider

f ixed, crider
0 and crider

wage respectively
represent fixed cost per tour, variable cost per distance traveled, and hourly wage of a rider. Moreover,
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the maximum transit time between local hub l and a customer location in zone z is the maximum
between the maximum transit time for inbound operations, say TtransitIB

az , and the maximum transit
time for outbound operations, say TtransitOB

az . The maximum transit time for inbound operations is
the time a courier takes to move from the first stop on their route to the mobile access hub, plus the
maximum time parcels may wait in the mobile access hub (time between two rider visits), plus the
time a rider takes to travel from the mobile access hub to the local hub l and can be approximated
as follows:

TtransitIB
az = Qa

z

(
k(δz)

− 1
2

scourier + tcourier
stop

)
+ Qa

zvtcourier
handling +

1
2

tcourier
f ixed +

daz

scourier
0

+
∆

Ra + 1
+ trider

f ixed +
dla

srider
0

where Qa
z is the number of stops on a single courier route leaving from mobile access hub location a,

∆ is the total time of operations, and ∆
Ra+1 is the inter-arrival time of riders at the mobile access hub.

The maximum transit time for outbound operations is the time a rider takes to travel from the
local hub to the mobile access hub, plus at most the time for a courier to finish a complete route,
plus the time it takes for a courier to travel from the mobile access hub to the last customer stop on
their route, and can be expressed as follows:

TtransitOB
az = trider

f ixed +
dla

srider
0

+ 3
daz

scourier
0

+
3
2

tcourier
f ixed + 2Qa

z

(
k(δz)

− 1
2

scourier + tcourier
stop

)
+ 2Qa

zvtcourier
handling

The difference between the maximum transit time for inbound operations and the maximum
transit time for outbound operations is:

TtransitIB
az − TtransitOB

az =
∆

Ra + 1
−
(

tcourier
f ixed +

daz

scourier
0

+ Qa
z

(
k(δz)

− 1
2

scourier + tcourier
stop

)
+Qa

zvtcourier
handling

)
which is the difference between the inter-arrival time of riders visiting the mobile access hub and
the length of one courier route operating from the mobile access hub. The assumption is made that
multiple courier routes can be performed between two rider visits, which implies TtransitIB

az ≥ TtransitOB
az .

To satisfy the maximum transit time requirement, Qa
z and Ra can be adjusted as long as Qa

z is inferior
or equal to a courier’s carrying capacity expressed in number of stops. It is decided to prioritize
courier productivity (number of stops on a route Qa

z ) over replenishment frequency Ra as long as
Ra ≤ R̄. Algorithm A1 in Appendix A sets Qa

z and Ra to satisfy the transit time constraint when feasible
for z unit zones served by mobile access hub a, and to the shortest possible transit time otherwise.
It prioritizes courier efficiency by iteratively decreasing the length of courier routes and computing
the required rider visit frequency to meet the transit time constraint. Note that the minimum feasible
value of θ can be computed with Equation (A2) in Appendix A.1.

3.4. Mobile Access Hub Deployment Optimization

Coming back to the economic optimization challenge (1), an integer program can be formulated
using the cost estimates proposed in Section 3.3 where binary decision variables Xa indicate the
deployment of a mobile access hub in candidate location a (i.e., serving unit zones z ∈ Z(a)).

The associated deployment cost can be expressed as the depreciation cost for each of the mobile
access hubs in the fleet, plus the transportation cost of a mobile access hub from the local hub to location
a and the cost of reserving space in location a for the duration of operations for each deployed mobile
access hub. This deployment cost for candidate location a can be expressed as ca = 2dlacmah + ha,
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where dla is the distance between the local hub and location a, cmah is the variable transportation cost
per distance traveled for a mobile access hub, and ha is the price paid for reserving location a for the
duration of operations; That is, CD(x) = Mcd + ∑a∈A caXa, where cd is the depreciation of a mobile
access hub during one operations period.

The operations costs of riders moving parcels between the local hub and access hubs can be
expressed as CR(x, ∑z∈Z nz) = ((crider

f ixed + 2dlacrider
0 )Ra + (trider

f ixed +
2dla
srider

0
)Racrider

wage)Xa which is accounted

for only if a mobile access hub is deployed in location a (i.e., Xa = 1).
Operations costs of couriers serving unit zones can be expressed as CC

z (x, nz) = Cz(nz, l)Yz+

∑a:z∈Z(a) Cz(nz, a)Xa, where Yz is a binary variable equal to 1 if unit zone z is served by a mobile access
hub, and 0 otherwise. The relationship between variables Yz and Xa can be expressed by the set of
mathematical constraints Yz = 1−∑a:z∈Z(a) Xa ensuring that a unit zone is served either from a mobile
access hub or from the local hub, and ∑a:z∈Z(a) Xa ≤ 1 ensuring that unit zone z can be served by at
most one mobile access hub at the time.

Due to the structure of the proposed cost functions and the properties of the expected value of
random variables, the expected value of operations costs as expressed in optimization challenge (1) is
equivalent to operations costs for the average number of stops, say n̄z = E[nz].

Finally, optimization challenge (1) can be formulated as the following integer program:

min ∑
a∈A

(
ca + (crider

f ixed + 2dlacrider
0 )Ra + (trider

f ixed +
2dla

srider
0

)Racrider
wage

)
Xa

+ ∑
z∈Z

Cz(n̄z, l)Yz + ∑
a:z∈Z(a)

Cz(n̄z, a)Xa + Mcd (7)

s.t. Yz = 1− ∑
a:z∈Z(a)

Xa, ∀z ∈ Z (8)

∑
a:z∈Z(a)

Xa ≤ 1, ∀z ∈ Z (9)

∑
a∈A

Xa ≤ M (10)

Xa, Yz integer

Objective function (7) aims at minimizing mobile access hub deployment costs plus the total
expected cost of operations as defined by (1). Constraints (8) are linking constraints forcing the
model to account for a unit zone’s baseline operations costs if no mobile access hubs is deployed to
serve it. Constraints (9) ensures that at most one mobile access hub is serving a specific unit zone.
Constraint (10) limits the number of mobile access hub deployments based on the number of mobile
access hub available M.

4. Results

In this section, results of a set of numerical experiments are provided to give an understanding of
the impact of different design parameters and to assess the potential of mobile access hub deployments
in urban parcel logistics. First, operations associated with a single mobile access hub serving a unit
zone are examined to observe the impact of a set of design parameters on the economic viability of
operations using a mobile access hub. Then, sensitivity analysis results on the deployment of a set of
mobile access hubs over a synthetic local cell composed of several unit zones are provided to examine
the impact of different factors on the performance of such solution. Finally, sample results from a case
inspired by a large parcel express carrier operations are presented to assess the potential of mobile
access hub deployments in a real-world context. All experiments were implemented in Python 3.7
using Gurobi 9.0 as the solver and were computed on a laptop with an lIntel Core i5-7200U CPU @
2.50 GHz (Intel, Santa Clara, CA, USA).
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4.1. Assessing Economic Viability of a Mobile Access Hub

Consider a unit zone z corresponding to a 1km2 square located dlz away from a local hub (distance
between the hub and the average location in the unit zone). Suppose a mobile access hub a can be
deployed on a line between the local hub and the unit zone so that dlz = dla + daz, as illustrated in
Figure 2. Define a stem distance ratio r such that daz = rdlz and dla = (1− r)dlz.

Figure 2. Illustration of a mobile access hub serving a unit zone.

Let the economic load be the minimum pickup and delivery load in the unit zone that ensures
operations using the mobile access hub are cheaper than the baseline (i.e., courier operating from the
local hub). The economic load can be computed by solving the following linear equation for n:

Cz(n, l)− (crider
f ixed + 2dlacrider

0 )Ra − (trider
f ixed +

2dla

srider
0

)Racrider
wage − Cz(n, a) = 0

That is, if the pickup and delivery load of the unit zone greater than the economic load,
mobile access hub operations are cheaper than the baseline (without accounting for deployment
costs). The objective is to study the impact of a set of design parameters on the economic viability of
a mobile access hub by examining the behavior of the economic load when varying the parameters’
values. Figure 3 provides sensitivity analysis of the economic load against the stem distance ratio r,
the distance between the local hub and the unit zone dlz, the average courier stem speed scourier

0 and
the transit time constraint θ. Default parameter values are listed in Appendix B.1.

Figure 3. Economic load assessment for a mobile access hub serving one unit zone for different
maximum transit time constraints.

The first observation from Figure 3a is that, as the transit time constraints become tighter
(i.e., smaller θ values), economic load values increase. This is due to the fact that the rider visit
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frequency Ra has to be adjusted to reduce the waiting time in the mobile access hub, and the travel
time between the mobile access hub and the local hub.

Secondly, Figure 3b shows that the economic load slowly increases with the stem distance ratio r on
the interval [0, 0.5], which suggests that mobile access hubs can be located near but not within the unit
zone they serve and still enable operations cost savings. This is even more important when considering
mobile access hubs serving several unit zones by being located for instance at their intersection.

Thirdly, Figure 3c displays the economic load against the distance between the local hub and
the unit zone. When the unit zone is very close to the local hub, a mobile access hub does not seem
to make sense as the economic load goes to infinity as the distance dlz tends towards 0. However,
the economic load quickly decreases as the unit zone becomes more distant from the local hub, then it
re-increases slightly.

Lastly, the constraints on courier vehicles operating in dense urban areas often limit courier’s
carrying capacity and average speed. While performing pickup and deliveries in a unit zone, speed may
be limited by the stop density and the road infrastructure often limits couriers to operate specific
lightweight vehicles. Such vehicles may have limited speed when traveling between the local hub
and the unit zone (stem speed, scouriers

0 ), which couriers have to do often due to their limited carrying
capacity. Also, they are often active vehicles (e.g., cycling) or low-speed scooters, both inducing
longer stem times. To illustrate options for courier vehicles that have different stem speed capabilities
(e.g., tricycle versus motorcycle), Figure 3d shows the economic load as a function of courier’s stem
speed. It shows that the economic load decreases with scouriers

0 . That is, it suggests that, when couriers
are limited to slower lightweight vehicles, mobile access hubs become more relevant.

4.2. Assessing the Performance of Mobile Access Hub Deployments

In order to assess different factors impacting mobile access hubs deployment performance over
several unit zones served by a single local hub while breaking free from the impact of specific
geography, a synthetic local cell instance is considered. The instance is composed of rectangular
unit zones of dimensions 1 km by 1.5 km arranged in a 6 by 6 local cell with 20 m inter-zone interstices
served by a local hub located at the bottom left corner. Each unit zone is operated daily for 10 h
(∆ = 10h), and is subject to normally distributed expected demand in terms of number of stops
n̄z ∼ N (µ, σ). Each experiment presented in this section is performed over 1000 demand instances
(i.e., days) generated by Monte Carlo simulation for which, unless stated otherwise, default values are
defined as the mean µ = 200 and the coefficient of variation σ

µ = 0.2. Candidate mobile access hub
locations are defined as the combination of (1) centroids of each unit zone, able to serve the unit zone
itself, and (2) the midpoint on the segment between two centroids, able to serve the corresponding two
unit zones, for each pair of neighboring unit zones. Figure 4 illustrates the synthetic instance and its
set of candidate locations.

Figure 4. Synthetic local cell grid and mobile access hub candidate locations.
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4.2.1. Impact of Demand Variability

Demand variability σ impacts the diversity of demand realizations from one day to another.
In terms of mobile access hub deployments, a low variability context makes deployments more likely
to be similar day after day than a context where demand is highly volatile. Figure 5 illustrates this
by displaying the frequency of mobile access hub deployments at each location used for different
coefficients of variation σ

µ by changing the value of σ. Figure 5a (low variability) shows that a few
locations at the perimeter of the local cell are more frequently used for mobile access hub deployments,
which indicates that these locations are used in most of the 1000 deployments in the sample. Moreover,
a few locations close to the local hub are rarely used, and all locations that are used are serving two unit
zones. Comparatively, Figure 5b (high variability) shows a more homogeneous deployment frequency
over the set of used locations, with a medium deployment frequency over all candidate locations
serving two unit zones, and a low deployment frequency over all candidate locations serving a single
unit zone.

Figure 5. Mobile access hub deployments with (a) σ
µ = 20% and (b) σ

µ = 200%.

Figure 6 presents cost saving distributions for different coefficients of variation (i.e., for different
values of σ). The spread of cost saving distributions increase with demand variability, which confirms
the diversity of demand realizations from one day to another for high coefficients of variation.
Moreover, Figure 6 shows that, for the same demand mean value µ, cost savings increase with
demand variability. That is, local cells where demand is highly variable seem to better benefit from
mobile access hub deployments.

Figure 6. Savings as a function of coefficient of variation σ
µ .
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4.2.2. Impact of Transit Time Constraints

The maximum transit time as defined in Section 3.1 impacts the profitability of each mobile access
hub candidate location by determining the number of rider trips between the local hub and the mobile
access hub. Additionally, the maximum transit time may also limit the maximum number of stops
on a courier route, and therefore impact both the baseline operations costs and the cost of operations
of mobile access hub candidates. Figure 7 displays performance indicators defined in Section 3.2 for
maximum transit time values ranging from 1 h to 8 h.

Figure 7. Savings as a function of maximum transit time θ.

Every performance indicator increases with the maximum transit time value; the advantages of
using mobile access hubs are greater when the time constraint is not too tight as less overall vehicle
movement is required for each mobile access hub candidate (i.e., rider trips). However, savings are still
significant for tight time constraints. For instance, for θ = 1 h, mobile access hubs provide significant
cost, time, and travel savings compared to baseline operations even if greenhouse gas emissions are
not improved in this case as a result of the high frequency of rider vehicle movements and their relative
greenhouse gas emissions efficiency.

4.2.3. Impact of Mobile Access Hub Fleet Size

The number of mobile access hubs available to deploy, or the mobile access hub fleet size M,
directly impacts the cost efficiency of solutions as mobile access hubs depreciate whether or not
they are deployed. That is, having a large fleet may result in reduced or even negative cost savings,
and lower fleet utilization. Similarly, having a small fleet may reduce the potential cost savings by
missing opportunities to deploy mobile access hubs in profitable locations, but has the advantage of
avoiding negative savings and ensuring high fleet utilization. Figures 8 and 9 show the evolution of
cost savings as a function of fleet size for different demand levels µ and different demand coefficients
of variation.

Both Figures 8 and 9 show that cost savings increase with the fleet size until a maximum is
reached (i.e., the optimal fleet size, marked as a red dot), before decreasing asymptotically linearly
(accordingly to the depreciation rate). Additionally, Figure 8 shows that the optimal fleet size increases
as µ increases, which indicates that more mobile access hub locations become profitable. In addition,
Figure 9 shows that the optimal fleet size decreases as demand variability increases, as mobile access
hub candidate locations are less frequently profitable.
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Figure 8. Savings as a function of fleet size for different demand levels.

Figure 9. Savings as a function of fleet size for different demand variability.

4.3. Illustrative Case

This section provides sample results for a case inspired from urban operations of a large
parcel express company to assess the potential of mobile access hub deployments in the real-world
context. The case is inspired from a relatively dense part of an Asian megacity with demand profiles
representative of an average seasonality. Figure 10 illustrates the examined local cell’s geography
and demand density along with a set of mobile access hub candidates located at the center or close
to the border and the intersection of unit zones and each serving up to two neighboring unit zones.
The local cell is composed of 73 unit zones covering 12 square kilometers, with heterogeneous demand
n̄z ∼ N (µz, σz). The case is geographically more compact than the synthetic grid illustrated in Figure 4,
but features more diverse unit zone dimensions and demand densities. Demand averages µz range
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from 0.35 to 943.8 stop per day (each unit zone is operated daily for 10 h) with coefficients of variation
( σ

µ ) ranging from 19.7% to 140.6% (see demand histograms in Figure A1 in Appendix B.2).

Figure 10. Illustrative case.

Figure 11 displays average values of key performance indicators for 1000 Monte Carlo simulation
scenarios on the illustrative case for different values of the maximum transit time θ and for optimal
fleet sizes. Complete results and sample deployments are presented respectively in Table A2 and
Figure A2 in Appendix B.2. The range of values for θ is chosen to have realistic cases based on the fact
that baseline operations without transit time constraint have a maximum transit time of 1 h. Figure A3
in Appendix B.2 displays the identification of optimal fleet sizes.

Figure 11 shows that, for a tight maximum transit time of 1 h, mobile access hub deployments
can save up to 10.55% of operations cost on average bringing the total cost per parcel from $0.41
to $0.37, saving on average $865/day or about $315,000 a year operating every day (10 h a day).
Total transportation time savings are evaluated to 12.81% on average, with time between customer
savings of 20.28% indicating a significant gain in courier productivity (more time spent performing
pickup and deliveries versus traveling from a hub to a unit zone). While travel distance savings are
evaluated to 37.86% on average which may significantly reduce negative externalities, greenhouse gas
emissions are only reduced by 10.31% as the maximum transit time constraint forces riders to travel
between the local hub and mobile access hubs very frequently.

Relaxing the maximum transit time constraint to 2 h almost doubles average cost savings bringing
the total cost per parcel down to 0.30 $, saving on average $1724/day or about $630,000 a year
operating every day. It also significantly increases time and travel savings, and multiply greenhouse
gas emissions savings by a factor of 5 (up to 52.15% on average). The relaxation of the maximum
transit time constraint to 2 h may be reasonable to consider operationally, motivated by significant
additional savings and the gain on environmental efficiency and negative externalities reduction.
Such considerations highlight a trade-off between operational efficiency mostly driven by cost and
time efficiency and sustainability related to environmental aspects.

Figure 11 also shows that further relaxing the maximum transit time constraint to 4 h has a lighter
impact on savings over the different key performance indicators. Considering that speed is one of
the important components of urban parcel logistics, further increasing the maximum transit time
constraint is not likely to be an option that makes sense operationally, especially as it is not supported
by significant additional savings.
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Figure 11. Illustrative case savings for different maximum transit times.

5. Conclusions

This paper contributes to the development of sustainable vehicle-based alternatives in urban
parcel logistics by expanding the understanding of characteristics influencing the performance
of mobile access hub deployments and assessing the potential of using such a solution in
last-mile logistics with an illustrative case inspired from a large parcel express carrier operations.
In particular, it proposed a mathematical modeling framework to assess the economic, time efficiency,
and environmental performance of mobile access hub deployments through synthetic and
illustrative cases.

The analysis revealed that, under very tight maximum transit time requirements, mobile access
hubs can only be profitable if they are handling large loads; however, the economic load decreases
quickly as maximum transit time requirements increase. Furthermore, the profitability threshold of a
mobile access hub is flexible relative to its distance from the demand zone; that is, mobile access hubs
do not need to be placed in the center of the zone where pickups and deliveries are performed to be
profitable and can be located anywhere within or very close to the zone. The analysis also revealed
that the value of mobile access hubs is greater when demand is highly variable, and result in more
diverse deployments than in the case of low variability where mobile access hubs are deployed in the
same location more frequently. While the number of mobile access hubs available to deploy impacts
overall profitability, each increment in fleet size brings significant additional savings, until the optimal
fleet size is reached and overall performance starts decreasing due to unused mobile access hubs.

The illustrative case, inspired from operations of a large parcel express carrier, suggests
respectively up to 10.55% and 19.78% cost savings under very tight and tight maximum transit
time constraints for optimal fleet sizes. It also suggests potential in reducing negative externalities
and environmental impact with up to respectively 37.86% and 67.19% travel distance savings and
10.31% and 52.15% greenhouse gas emission savings under very tight and tight maximum transit
time constraints. The illustrative case emphasizes a trade-off between operational efficiency and
environmental sustainability that can be balanced to achieve global sustainability goals while being
economically sound. For instance, environmental sustainability can be greatly improved by reasonably
relaxing very tight transit time constraints.

This paper suggests that mobile access hub deployments for urban parcel delivery has significant
potential both economically and environmentally, with the manageable downsides of having to
deal with a dynamic fleet of hubs and the addition of extra-handling due to transshipments—while,
for instance, implementation may require a more agile workforce, potential productivity gain can
motivate couriers to accept changes in their daily tasks.
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Finally, there are numerous research avenues to further develop sustainable systems using mobile
access hubs. For instance, studying flow dynamics and traffic congestion through simulation studies
can help better understand the utilization of hubs relative to their capacity and the efficiency of vehicle
routes at different times of the day, potentially further optimizing the dynamic use of urban space.
Dynamic routing strategies can then be developed to better replenish hubs, further increasing the
overall economic and environmental potential. Mobile access hubs can also be relocated throughout the
day or be considered as an option to complement fixed access hub networks by temporarily enhancing
network capacity in the context of dynamic pooled capacity deployments as suggested in [38].
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Appendix A. Mobile Access Hub Modeling

Appendix A.1. Transit Time Feasibility

The minimum value for the transit time constraint θ in the case of baseline operations,
say thetabaseline

min , is equivalent to the maximum transit time with a courier performing out-and-back
trips between the local hub and customers (i.e., Ql

z = 1) and is expressed as follows:

θbaseline
min =

1
2

tcourier
f ixed +

dlz

scourier
0

+

(
k(δz)

− 1
2

scourier + tcourier
stop

)
+ vtcourier

handling (A1)

In the case of mobile access hub operations, θmin is the minimum value for θ is equivalent to the
largest maximum transit time with maximum replenishment frequency (i.e., Ra = R̄) and couriers
performing out-and-back trips from the mobile access hub to their respective unit zone(s) (i.e., Qa

z = 1),
and is expressed as follows:

θmin =
∆

R̄ + 1
+ trider

f ixed +
dla

srider
0

+ max
z∈Z(a)

{
k(δz)

− 1
2

scourier + tcourier
stop + vtcourier

handling +
1
2

tcourier
f ixed +

daz

scourier
0

}
(A2)

Appendix A.2. Transit Time Constraint

The following algorithm sets the route lengths Qa
z and the rider visit frequency Ra to satisfy the

transit time constraint when feasible for z unit zones served by mobile access hub a, and to the shortest
possible transit time otherwise. It prioritizes courier efficiency by iteratively decreasing the length of
courier routes and computing the required rider visit frequency to meet the transit time constraint.
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Algorithm A1: Setting replenishment frequency and route length for a mobile access hub
serving multiple unit zones.

Result: Qa
z, Ra

for each unit zone z ∈ Z(a) do
Qa

z ←− Q;

Rz ←−
⌈

∆

θ−trider
f ixed−

dla
srider
0
− daz

scourier
0

− 1
2 tcourier

f ixed −Qa
z

(
k(δz)

− 1
2

scourier +tcourier
stop

)
−Qa

zvtcourier
handling

− 1

⌉
;

while Rz > R̄ or Rz < 0 do
Qa

z ←− Qa
z − 1 ;

Rz ←−
⌈

∆

θ−trider
f ixed−

dla
srider
0
− daz

scourier
0

− 1
2 tcourier

f ixed −Qa
z

(
k(δz)

− 1
2

scourier +tcourier
stop

)
−Qa

zvtcourier
handling

− 1

⌉
;

if Qa
z = 1 then

break
end

end
if Rz < 0 then

Rz ←− R̄
end

end
Ra ←− max Rz;
for each unit zone z do

Qa
z ←−

⌊
θ−trider

f ixed−
dla

srider
0
− ∆

Ra+1−
daz

scourier
0

− 1
2 tcourier

f ixed

k(δz)
− 1

2
scourier +tcourier

stop +vtcourier
handling

⌋
end

Appendix B. Mobile Access Hub Deployment Experiments

Appendix B.1. Default Parameters

Table A1 displays the default values for parameters used in the set of experiments in Section 4.

Table A1. Default experiment parameters.

Parameter Value Description Parameter Value Description

ccourier $0.1/km Courier variable cost in tour Q̄ 15 stops Courier capacity
ccourier

0 $0.15/km Courier variable cost in stem R̄ 33 Maximum replenishments per day
ccourier

wage $10/h Courier hourly rate scourier 7 km/h Courier tour speed
cmah $0.25/km Mobile access hub variable transportation cost scourier

0 30 km/h Courier stem speed
crider

0 $0.20/km Rider variable cost srider
0 35 km/h Rider speed

crider
wage $10/h Rider hourly rate σ 40 Standard deviation of load per day
cd $22/day Mobile access hub depreciation tcourier

handling 0.5 min Courier handling time per parcel
GHGcourier 0.11 g/km [27] Courier greenhouse gas emissions tcourier

setup 1 min Courier setup time
GHGrider 0.29 g/km [39] Rider greenhouse gas emission tcourier

stop 0.5 min Courier stopping time
ha $25/day Location reservation cost trider

setup 5 min Rider setup time per trip
k 1.15 [40] Route length estimation constant trider

stop 2 min Rider stopping time
µ 200 Average load per day

Appendix B.2. Illustrative Case

Figure A1 depicts the demand characteristics (mean demand and coefficient of variation) of unit
zones composing the local cell in the illustrative case.
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Figure A1. Demand histograms for the illustrative case.

Table A2. Illustrative Case Results.

Max transit time 4:00 2:00 1:00
Fleet size 19 18 9
UZ covered by a MAH 38 36 18
Mean max transit 2:36 1:19 0:37
Max transit 3:53 1:54 0:56
Total cost $6283.28 $6571.65 $7327.93
Cost per parcel $0.28 $0.30 $0.37
Cost savings 23.41% 19.78% 10.55%
Transportation time per parcel 1.4 min 1.46 min 1.68 min
Transportation time savings 27.42% 24.08% 12.81%
Time between customers 1.37 min 1.38 min 1.54 min
Time between customers savings 28.90% 28.31% 20.28%
Travel distance per parcel 90 m 120 m 220 m
Travel distance savings 74.77% 67.19% 37.86%
GHG emissions 515.17 kg 537.48 kg 775.82 kg
GHG per parcel 22.96 g 24.54 g 39.17 g
GHG emissions savings 69.49% 52.15% 10.31%

Figure A2 illustrates samples mobile access hub deployments on the illustrative case instance by
displaying the locations of mobile access hubs and their assignments to unit zones when they cover
more than one unit zone.

Figure A2. Sample mobile access hub deployments for the illustrative case.
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Figure A3 displays the plot of cost savings against mobile access hub fleet size for different transit
time constraint values for the illustrative case.

Figure A3. Fleet size analysis for the illustrative case.
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